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Working group to study the feasibility of 
installing a crab cavity in the SPS: CCinS 

  Welcome and Introduction 
  Current composition of the WG 
  Goal of the WG 

  Web link 
  Statements on crab cavities from CERN (S. Myers, 01/10/09)  

  Main topics of interest for this WG 

  Some slides from Rama calaga (on his preliminary work) 
  Work organisation 
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  Elias Métral (chairman): Beam dynamics issues and impact on 
SPS availability 

  Frank Zimmermann (linkman with KEK): What are the boundary 
conditions and goals of the experiment? 

  Nicolas Gilbert (tbc): Space and integration 

  Giovanna Vandoni: Vacuum 
  Joachim Tuckmantel: RF 

  Nicolas Delruelle: Cryogenics 
  Jorg Wenninger: Machine protection 

  Rama Calaga: USLARP 
  Olivier Brunner (tbc): Klystron 

  If specific questions: 
  Ralph Steinhagen (tbc) => BI (Head-Tail monitor etc.)  

  Elena Shaposhnikova => RF 
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  Have a feasibility result by the end of 2009 

  http://emetral.web.cern.ch/emetral/CCinS/CCinS.htm 
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Relevant points  
for this WG 
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1) What do we want to measure and can we / how etc. / measure it in 
the SPS? Do we have the conditions and instrumentation etc.? 
One should focus on the difference between electrons & protons, 
reliability and machine protection (which are critical for LHC)   

2) What do we need to install in the SPS (all the equipments, total 
length, weight, etc. )? Will KEK give us the crab cavity and the 
Klystron (or only the crab cavity)? 

3) As it is a superconducting cavity, do we have the necessary 
cryogenics? Where (is it fixed or can we move it etc.)? 

4) Where could this be installed? 

5) Check the aperture + impedance effects + SPS availability etc. 

6) First estimation of manpower, time schedule and cost 
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  Proposition to attack the different points listed in “Main topics of 
interest for this WG”  
  1st inputs by Frank, Rama (and Elias) 
  Then we will follow the prioritized list   

  Try and meet every week 


